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The achievement of
ISO 9001, ISO 14001, and 
ISO 45001 certifications 

manifest the commitment 
of our management and all 

EPN employees toward 
fostering a culture of

continual improvement. 

Dessy Arfianti
– Department Head of HSSE & QM 



About Elnusa Petrofin

PT. Elnusa Petrofin (“EPN”) was established in Jakarta on July 5, 1996. EPN is a subsidiary of PT. 
Elnusa Tbk, where PT. Elnusa Tbk itself is a subsidiary of PT. Pertamina Hulu Energi, Sub Holding of 
PT  Pertamina (Persero).

PT Elnusa Petrofin is engaged in fuel logistics and distribution services, especially,  Fuel Transporta-
tion Services, Energy Storage Management (Fuel, Gas, Aviation), Industry and Marine Fuel,                     
Lubricants, and Chemical Integrated Services. Elnusa Petrofin is one of Pertamina's spearheads in 
distributing PSO (public service obligation) BBM and One Price BBM to all corners of the                      
archipelago. 

Our company assures that the products or services we offer meet the requirements set by global 
standard organizations, ensuring they meet and exceed customer expectations. We improve          
environmental quality and support economic and industrial activities by providing the necessary 
capabilities and facilities. As an integral part of our business activities, we consistently prioritize           
occupational safety and health, creating a work environment that is safe, comfortable, and secure. 

ISO 9001, ISO 14001, and ISO 45001 certifications signify our dedication to delivering excellent        
service to our valued customers, enhancing our environmental performance across all business 
processes, diligently working to reduce traffic accidents and achieve a zero-fatality rate, and             
increasing security measures to safeguard our company's operations and assets. This achievement 
elevates the standing of PT. Elnusa Petrofin to a higher level of distinction.

Why did you choose to get certified against ISO 9001,
ISO 14001, and ISO 45001?
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Benefits of obtaining certification against ISO 9001,
ISO 14001, and ISO 45001

Increased profitability  

Enhanced customer trust

Improved project acquisition 

Alignment with business
goals and objectives 

Focus on problem-solving  

Reduction of work duplication  

Increased productivity, efficacy, and 
efficiency

Well-structured documentation 

Safe, comfortable, and healthy work 
environment 

Effective business risk management

Experience with MSECB

MSECB carries out structured and well-scheduled audits.  

The auditors assigned to our company are very competent and experts in their field.  They can  
identify various deficiencies within the company which helps us to find the best solutions for           
company improvement. They collaborate effectively so we can ensure compliance with existing 
regulations in our company, especially regarding HSSE and COVID-19 prevention procedures. 

The administration section of MSECB and auditors maintain a friendly and open communication 
approach, readily addressing information or problems that require discussion. 



About MSECB
MSECB is accredited by IAS to offer audit and certification 
services for a wide range of ISO Standards. If you are                    
interested to certify your management systems start by           

getting a Free Quote.

https://www.facebook.com/MSECB.Inc/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/MSECB/
https://www.msecb.com/
https://msecb.com/get-a-free-quote/

